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We prove that for any regular language L0, Reg ~e.~ - l.)~(L0) , where Reg denotes the family of 
all regular languages and ~ (resp. ,~- l )  denotes the family of all morphisms (resp. inverse mor- 
phisms). 
1. Introduction 
The search for representation results for families of languages is one of old 
classical themes of formal languages, cf., e.g., [8] or [12]. This topic has revived 
considerably during the last five or six years, and new, especially morphic, represen- 
tation results for families of languages have been achieved, cf. [1], [5] and [3]. 
Particularly interesting is the case when a family of languages i  generated from 
a single language (of this family) via some operations. A well-known theorem of 
Greibach, cf. [6] or [8], stating that each context-free language is obtainable as an 
inverse morphic image of a fixed context-free language is a typical example of such 
results. In [3] a similar result to that of Greibach was proved for the families of 
recursively enumerable and context-sensitive languages, and moreover, it was noted 
that no such characterization ccurs for the family of regular languages. Indeed, the 
number of states of a finite automaton eeded to recognize an inverse morphic im- 
age of a regular language L is not larger than that needed to recognize the language 
L. 
Actually, in [3] even a stronger negative result than mentioned above was esta- 
blished. In order to state it let Reg denote the family of all regular languages and 
(resp. ~-1)  the family of all morphisms (resp. inverse morphisms). Then for 
each regular language L 0, we have Reg ~-~(L0) ,  the proof being based on the 
infinite star height hierarchy of regular languages, cf., e.g., [11]. Concerning the 
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positive representation results it was proved in [2] that Reg =H~V~-l~- l (a*b) .  
Later in [9] this was strengthened to the following form: Reg=yy- lS (a*b)= 
Y-~YX- I (b) ,  where, moreover, some of the morphisms may be assumed to be of 
special forms. Essentially the same result (and many others) were obtained in [13], 
too. 
The question of whether or not the equality Reg=S- l~(L0)  holds true for some 
regular language L 0 remained open, although some partial results were achieved in 
[13]. In this note we settle the problem by showing that the equality does not hold. 
In fact, we prove even a slightly stronger esult, namely, that, for  any regular L 0, 
the family x - ly (L0)  does not contain even all finite languages. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic facts of regular languages 
as well as free monoids, cf., e.g., [12] and [10]. Hence, the following lines are main- 
ly to fix our terminology. 
The free monoid (resp. free semigroup) generated by a finite alphabet Z is 
denoted by Z* (resp. Z+). Elements of Z* are called words;/ l  denotes the empty 
word. The length of a word u is denoted by ]u]. For two words u and o in Z* we 
say that u is a prefix (suffix, respectively) of o if o = uz (o = zu, respectively) for some 
z in Z*, and further that u is a factor of o if there exist words z and z' such that 
o =zuz'; u and o are conjugate if there exist words z and z' such that u=zz '  and 
o=z'z.  The period of a word u, in symbols n(u), is the length of a shortest word 
u such that u is a factor in o m for some m> 1. Further we say that u is primitive 
if it is not a proper power of any word, i.e., the relation u=z m implies that z=u 
(and m = 1). A total order on Z can be extended in a natural way to a lexicographic 
order on Z ÷. Having this order we say that a word is a Lyndon word if it is primi- 
tive and minimal in its conjugate class. 
Let A be a set of words and w a word. An A-interpretation of w is factorization 
W:XoXl."XrXr+l, where r>0,  x 0 is a suffix of a word in A,  Xr+ 1 is a prefix of a 
word in A and, for i = 1 . . . . .  r, x i is in A. It is disjoint from another A-interpreta- 
tion w=yoy~...ysYs+ 1 i fxo. . .x i~Yo. . .y j  for all i<r  andj_<s. The A-degree of w is 
the maximum number of pairwise disjoint A-interpretations of w. The following im- 
portant result was originally proved in [4], cf. also [10, Theorem 8.3.1]. 
Theorem 0. I f  the period o f  a word w is strictly greater than the periods o f  the words 
in A, then the A-degree o f  w is at most Card(A). [] 
Finally, let Reg denote the family of all regular languages, and • (resp. S - l )  the 
family of all morphisms (resp. inverse morphisms) between finitely generated free 
monoids. The family of compositions of morphisms and inverse morphisms - in 
this order - is denoted by Y-IW. 
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3. Results 
We start with a reduction result. This lemma was already announced in a slightly 
different form and without a proof in [13]. 
Lemma 1. For each regular language L o there exist an alphabet 0 and a symbol 
# ¢~ Osuch thatforeveryL =g-lh(Lo) with h, geg#, L =gl-lhl(O*# k9 ({2} Nh(Lo))) 
for  some hl,gl eX,  where hi is 2-free. 
Proof. Let L 0 c 2"* be a regular language recognized by a finite automaton .~¢ = 
(Q,Z,,~,qo, F). We define a transition system, cf. [8], .~/'=(Q',~r,d~',0,{N}) as 
follows. The state set of ~¢' is Q '= {0,N} LIQ where Q is assumed to be the set 
{1 . . . . .  N - l} ,  and the transition set of .z/' is 
~ '= t~U {(0, A, q0)} U{(q, 2, q) lq= 1 ..... N -  1}U{(q,A,N) Iq~F }. 
Clearly, .~/' accepts L 0. 
Let h :27"-~ F* and g:A * ~ F* be in S. Before constructing 0, h I and gl, we pro- 
vide some intuition. 
Let w=al. . .an~L, where aiE27 for l<_i<_n, and assume that h(w)4=2. Then 
there exist (il,al,i2),(i2,a2,i3) ... . .  (in,an, in+l) in ~ such that i l=q o, in+l~F, and 
il . . . . .  in+l~{1 .. . . .  N - l} .  Let Jl . . . . .  jm~{1 . . . . .  n} be such that m>_l, w= 
xlaj,x2aj2""XmajmXm+ 1, h(xi)=A, for l_<i_<m+l and h(aji)~=2, for l<_i<_m. In 
.#' there exist paths 
from 0 to ij, labeled by x 1, 
from ij++l to ij~+~ labeled by Xl+l, for 1 <_l<_m-1, and 
from ijm + l to N labeled by x m + i. 
Note that ij~+l =ij~+l if X/+l =2,  1 <_l<_m- 1. In 0 we will have corresponding sym- 
bols [0, ijl], [ij,+l,ijt+,], l <_l<_m-1, and [ijm+l,N ]. 
Now, we define 
O= {[i,a,j] li, j~ {1 . . . . .  N -  1}, a~27, (i,a,j)~O} 
O {[i,j]li, j~  {0, .... N} such that (i , j)~(O,N)}. 
Let #,p ,¢  and $ be new symbols. Next we define the morphism 
h~ : (0U { # })*--, (FU {p, ¢, $})* 
in such a way that h~ simulates h together with information coded in p,¢,$ on 
paths in .~'. (All 'superfluous' symbols in 0 are mapped to ¢¢.) 
hi([0, j ])  = $pN-j, for j=  1 . . . . .  N -  1, if there exists a path in ~ '  from 
0 to j labeled by w such that h(w)=2, 
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hl([i,N] ) =pi$, for i= 1 . . . . .  N -  1, if there exists a path in ,~¢' from i 
to N labeled by w such that h(w)=2,  
hl([i,j] ) =pi$¢$pN-j, for i, j= 1 .. . . .  N -  1, if there exists a path in ~/' 
from i to j labeled by w such that h(w)= 2, 
h I ([i, a, j ])  =piblpN$¢$pN"" bmp N-j, 
h l (#)=¢,  
hl(x)=¢¢, otherwise. 
for (i,a,j) in fi with aeZ,  if 
h(a)=bl...b m where m_>l and 
bk~F for k= 1 . . . . .  m, 
Finally we define the morphism gl :A * ~ (_F'U {p, ¢, $})*. 
gl(d) = $pNblpN$¢$pN... bmpN$¢, if g(d) = bl""bm where m > 1 
and bk e F for k = 1 . . . . .  m, 
g l (d )=2,  i fg (d )=2.  
gl directly mimicks g interspersed with pN$¢$pN. Every nonempty word in gl(A *) 
starts with $pN and ends with pN$¢. In this way every word u in hl(O*#)Ogl(A *) 
corresponds to a path from 0 to N in ~/' labeled by w and such that h(w) equals u 
after removing all symbols p, ¢ and $. 
Now the lemma is a straightforward consequence of the construction of hi and 
gl. [] 
Our second lemma, which we believe is interesting on its own, gives a solution 
to problem number 67 in Bulletin nr. 23 of EATCS. We repeat its proof here, cf. 
[7], for the sake of completeness. 
Lemma 2. Let F c_ X + be a finite set and w, w' e A + words such that w' & a prefix 
of w. I f  F*t')w*w' is finite, then it has cardinafity at most 2 Card(F). 
Proof. Let n=Card(F )  and assume that E=F*f)w*w' is finite. Let w=x k, for 
some primitive x and k_> 1. (We do not assume that w is primitive, e.g., by replacing 
w by x, because the finiteness of E does not imply that F*Nx*w' is finite.) There 
exists a conjugate of x, say o, such that 7~(0) = Ix]. This is achieved by taking o equal 
to the Lyndon word of x, cf. [10]. Finally, without loss of generality we may sup- 
pose that each u in F does occur as a factor in some power of w, and therefore 
n(u)_< Ixl = Iol for all u in F. 
Denote 
P= {u e FI lul-> Ivl}, 
(1) 
p=Card(P)  and q=n-p .  
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Let 
wtw '=u l ' ' 'u r ,  with ui in F, (2) 
be a factorization of  a word in E. Since E is finite, we have, for all i and j>_0, 
]ui '"ui+j l  ~0  modIv[. (3) 
Otherwise u l . . .u i . . .u i+ j (u i . . .u i+ j )  k"lui+j+ 1"" Ur ~- E,  for all l>  O. 
Since v is a Lyndon word, every word u with ]u[_>]v] has at most one {v}- 
factorization. Hence, if wtw , = Ul "" l l i" 'Ui  + j " "  U r with Ui = ui + j = II, for some u ~ P, 
i , i+ je{1  . . . . .  r} and j>_ 1, then lui'"ui+j_ll-Omod[ol, which contradicts (3). This 
implies that any word from P can occur at most once in a fixed factorization (2). 
Assume that wmw'=/dl/~/2U3U4b/5 eE and wSw'= 01u402u203 ~E for some m,s>_O, 
Ul, U3, U5, 01, 02, 03 E F*  and U2, u46P .  Since u2 and u4 both have only one {o}- 
factorization, UlU2U3lga(O2tI2U3u4)ku5 eE  with 102u2u3u41 =0 mod o. This contra- 
dicts (3). Hence, if ui and Ui+ j in a factorization (2) are f rom P, then ui+j appears 
in no factorization (2) before ui. 
By the above observations we can divide the factorizations of  the form (2) into 
different classes such that all factorizations in a fixed class contain exactly the same 
words from P. Furthermore, the order in which these words appear in factorizations 
is the same for all classes. It is easy to see that the number of  such classes is at most 
2 p. Now, we consider such a fixed class. Say all the factorizations (2) in this class 
contain exactly the words w 1 . . . . .  w s from P in this order. For such a factorization 
we can rewrite (2) as 
01 V mo 2 = X 1 WlX 2 W2""X sWsX s+ 1, (4) 
where each x i is in (F -P )*  
Now, by the definition of  P, the periods of  the words in F -  P are strictly smaller 
than that of  o. Hence, it follows from Theorem 0 that the (F -P ) -degree  of o is at 
most q. Since n(u)<n(o) ,  for all ueF-P ,  v is not a factor of  any ueF-P ,  mean- 
ing that every such occurrence of o in a fixed factorization (4) which does not touch 
a w i corresponds to an (F-P) - interpretat ion of  v. 
Let o = Oo01"'0t01+1 and o =YoY1""YjYj+ 1, be two (F -P) - interpretat ions  of  o, 
that are not disjoint. Hence %'"%=Yo' "Y j , ,  for some 11<l and j l<_j .  Assume 
that both these (F -P) - interpretat ions  of  v occur as such in a factorization (4): 
Ol omo2 = ul 001""otOu2yy l ' "y j~u3,  where u 1, u 2, u 3 e F*, 00 and Y0 are suffixes of  0 
and y, respectively, and vt+l and Yj+I are prefixes of  ~ and fi respectively, 
0, y, ~,)  e F -  P. Then Iol, + 1""010u2YY1""Yj,] - 0 mod]ol, which contradicts (3). 
Hence, all ( F -  P)- interpretations of o are disjoint in a fixed interpretation (4). This 
means that in (4) there occur at most q words o which do not touch any w i in this 
factorization, that is, the number of  those occurrences of  o which occur as factors 
in some x i is at most q. Each w i in (4) has only one {v}-interpretation. I  each fixed 
class of  factorizations (4), 0,1 . . . . .  q o's can be contributed by words xj  f rom 
(F -P )  apart from the contribution by w I . . . . .  w s. Hence there exist at most q + 1 
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different words in E with factorizations in the same class. Consequently,  the car- 
dinality of E is at most 2P(q+ 1)_<2 n. [] 
Now, we are ready for 
Theorem 1. For each regular language L o we have Reg#:S- l• (L0) .  
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Reg = d - lY (L0)  for some regular L o. Let 0 and 
# be as in the statement of Lemma 1. Let n - -2  c'~rd~°). Consider the language L = 
{a,a 2, .... an+l}. By our assumption there exist morphisms h and g such that L = 
g-lh(Lo). Since ). EL there exist morphisms hi and gl such that L =g(-lhl(O*# ). 
This implies that (gl (a)) ie (hi (/9)) *h i ( # ) if and only if i_< n + 1. This, however, con- 
tradicts Lemma 2 with F=hl(O ), w=gl(a) and w '=Z,  where gl(a)=Zhl(#).  [] 
Actually, we have proved even a stronger esult than Theorem 1, namely, that for 
any regular language L 0, the family ,~- ly (L0)  does not contain all finite 
languages. 
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